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Stokes Flow in Thin Films
Present understanding of the mechanisms of lubrication and the load carrying capac
lubricant films mainly relies on models in which the Reynolds equation is used to des
the flow. The narrow gap assumption is a key element in its derivation from the N
Stokes equations. However, the tendency in applications is that lubricated contacts
to operate at smaller film thickness levels, and because engineering surfaces are
perfectly smooth, locally in the film this narrow gap assumption may violated. In add
to this geometric limitation of the validity of the Reynolds equation may come a piez
cous and compressibility related limitation. In this paper the accuracy of the predict
of the Reynolds model in relation to the local geometry of the gap is investigate
numerical solution algorithm for the flow in a narrow gap has been developed base
the Stokes equations. For a model problem the differences between the pressu
velocity fields according to the Stokes model and the Reynolds equation have been
tigated. The configuration entails a lower flat surface together with an upper surface
or parabolic) in which a local defect (single asperity) of known geometry has b
embedded. It is investigated how the magnitude of the differences develops as a fu
of the geometric parameters of the film and the feature. Finally, it is discussed to
extend for these problems a perturbation approach can provide accurate corrections
applied to the Reynolds solution.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1506317#
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1 Introduction
Technical surfaces are never perfectly smooth and an impo

question is how to account for the effect of the surface roughn
on the film formation. This has been the subject of many studie
the past decades. Clearly if the surfaces are so smooth tha
computed minimum film thickness for the given operating con
tions is large compared to the standard deviation of the sur
roughness profile in the contact the effect of the roughness wil
negligible. However, if the amplitude of the roughness is com
rable to the thickness of the film one has to take into accoun
effect on the film.

For a Newtonian fluid the Navier-Stokes~NS! equations de-
scribe the conservation of momentum. If the inertia terms
small compared to the viscous terms, they reduce to the St
equations. Assuming next thatH/L!1, whereH is the local film
thickness andL some typical length scale in the contact it th
follows from the Stokes equations that the pressure will be in
pendent of the cross-film coordinate which facilitates integrat
over the cross-film coordinate to obtain the velocity field a
eventually leads to the Reynolds@1# equation from which the
pressure can be solved. However, for the case of non-smooth
faces the assumptionH/L!1 may ~locally! be violated. This is
already suggested by Elrod@2# where a table of values of a rati
H/Lc is presented as can appear in applications whereH is the
film thickness andLc a characteristic roughness wavelength. It
argued that this ratio could be as large asO(1).

Based on the anticipated validity of the Reynolds equat
roughness has been classified in two categories: Reynolds ro
ness and Stokes roughness, see Elrod@9#:

• Reynolds roughnessH/Lc!1.
• Stokes roughnessH/Lc5O(1).

Reynolds roughness implies it is assumed that it is justified to
the Reynolds equation to describe the fluid flow in the lubrica
contact, otherwise the Stokes equations should be used. It is
clear where the border between Reynolds and Stokes rough
should be drawn and how it is related to the problem parame

A second classification of roughness effect studies that has
made is based on the way in which the roughness effects
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incorporated in a model~either Stokes or Reynolds!. Two ap-
proaches are distinguished: a deterministic approach and a s
tical approach. The statistical approach is based on the chara
ization of a surface roughness profile by means of statist
parameters. ‘‘Statistical’’ model equations are derived, e.g., a g
eralized Reynolds equation, in which the coefficients are a fu
tion of various statistical properties of the roughness. The m
common quantities appearing in such models are the Root M
Square~RMS! value and the auto-correlation length. In genera
has been observed that the rough surface analysis yields a l
load capacity then obtained for the smooth surface case. Exam
of this approach based on the Reynolds equation are the work
Tzeng and Saibel@3,4#, Christensen and co-workers@5–8#, Elrod
@9,10#, Cheng and Dyson@11# and also Chow and Cheng@12#,
Chow and Saibel@13#, Sun@14#, Phan Thien@15–17#, Phan-Thien
and Atkinson,@18# and Prakash@19#. A related approach referred
to as ‘‘the flow factor method’’ is where the details of the roug
ness enter in coefficients of the Reynolds equation as so-ca
flow factors, see Patir and Cheng@20, 21#, Teale and Lebeck@22#,
Elrod @2#, and Tripp@23#. This flow factor method is widely used
in practice in both hydrodynamic lubrication as well as ElastoH
drodynamic Lubrication~EHL! problems. Examples of the latte
are found in the works of Sadeghi and Sui@24#, Patir and Cheng
@25#, and Tripp and Hamrock@26#.

The deterministic approach differs from the statistical appro
in that the model equations, Reynolds or Stokes, are solved ta
for the film thickness an exact description of the surface geom
as a function of the coordinates. An early example of determini
studies in the field of EHL are the papers of Goglia et al.@27,28#.
In general the model equations have to be solved numerically
accurate description of small scale surface features requires m
gridpoints so, for a deterministic approach to be feasible,
computers and, more important, efficient numerical algorithm
are essential. This is clearly illustrated by the developments in
field of EHL modeled using Reynolds’ equation. Fast and sta
algorithms based on multigrid/multilevel techniques aided by
developments in terms of faster computers have led to a situa
where at present the effects of surface features on film forma
in EHL point contacts can be simulated using a deterministic
proach, even taking into account the transient effects of the
face feature moving through the contact. Examples of such stu
are the papers of Venner et al.@29,30# and Wijnant et al.@31#. At
the same time on the experimental side the optical interferom
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technique to measure the film thickness in model contacts
proved so much that it has become possible to validate predi
film thickness behavior even on a sub-contact scale. This is
example illustrated by the work of Kaneta@32#. The agreement
between the computed film shapes and the measured profil
good, as was for example shown by Venner and Lubrecht@33#, for
the particular case of an artificial ridge moving through the c
tact. However, also some local discrepancies were observed
could not be explained. Venner and Lubrecht@33# suggest that
these differences could be an indication of limitations to the~lo-
cal! validity of the Reynolds equation.

Most likely because of the additional dimension and the as
ciated complications related to the analysis and numerical solu
only few studies exist in which the Stokes problem or Stok
roughness is considered. Some of the earliest examples ar
works of Sun and Chen@34# and of a later date the paper o
Phan-Thien@35# using the statistical approach. Stokes roughn
effects were also the subject of the works of Myllerup and Ha
rock @36,37# but here a perturbation approach was used rather
the full Stokes equations. Only a few studies have appeare
which a lubrication~related! problem described with the Stoke
equations is solved numerically. One example is the work
Noordmans@38# where an algorithm was developed to solve t
Stokes equations on a highly anisotropic-rectangular dom
Schäfer et al. @39# solved the EHL problem but they used mod
fied Stokes equations in which some viscous terms were om
to describe the fluid flow. They showed that especially when s
ing occurs the Reynolds solution differs significantly from t
solution of their modified Stokes equations. Finally Almqvist@40#
recently presented results obtained for an EHL line contact p
lem using the Navier-Stokes equations solved with a commer
computational fluid dynamics~CFD! package. Only a few result
were presented in which differences between the Reynolds
Navier-Stokes results were reported. It appears that the comp
tions were hampered by stability and computing time proble
However, one interesting result is that for a model problem o
converging gap an illustration is given of what can be referred
as the piezoviscous limitation to the validity of the Reynol
equation that was suggested by Bair et al.@41#.

In conclusion, the limits for which the solutions to the Reynol
equation are accurate should be further explored. In this p
solutions obtained with the Reynolds model, a corrected Reyn
model, and a Stokes model for a thin film flow problem are co
pared. For this problem the geometric limitation to the Reyno
solutions is investigated. In particular the errors in the flow fie
quantities in the Reynolds and corrected Reynolds solutions
studied in relation to the~local! film aspect ratioH/L.

2 Theory
The Stokes equations follow from the Navier-Stokes equati

after omitting the inertia terms~slow viscous flow! and assuming
an incompressible isoviscous fluid. Although in a thin film therm
effects can play an important role, in this study isothermal con
tions are assumed. The objective is to really isolate phenom
induced by the geometry. Furthermore, only two-dimension
steady flow problems are studied. Below first the Stokes equat
are presented. Subsequently a perturbation analysis is presen
terms of the film aspect ratioe5H/L. The limiting case ofe
50 leads to the well known Reynolds equation. Also expressi
for the first and second order corrections to the Reynolds solu
are presented.

To analyze the equations dimensionless variables have
introduced as suggested by Myllerup et al.@37#. Assuming a char-
acteristic speeduc , a characteristic lengthL in the x-direction, a
characteristic heightH in the z-direction, and a characteristic vis
cosity hc the variables can be transformed according to:
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u→ucu,

w→eucw, e5
H

L
,

x→Lx, (1)

z→Hz,

p→ hcucL

H2 p.

In terms of these dimensionless variables the Stokes equation
given by:

]p

]x
2e2

]2u

]x2 2
]2u

]z2 50, (2)

]p

]z
2e4

]2w

]x2 2e2
]2w

]z2 50, (3)

]u

]x
1

]w

]z
50. (4)

The system formed by Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4! is of elliptic type and
will henceforth be referred to as the ‘‘Stokes model.’’

For e5O(1) all terms in the equations are of equal importan
for the solution so the full system must be solved. In lubricati
problemse is usually small. As will be shown below, for the limi
of negligibly small e one can simplify the problem to a singl
equation: The Reynolds equation. The solutions to this equa
will be accurate approximations to the solutions of the full pro
lem as long ase is small. For an intermediate regime of value
equations can be derived for corrections to the Reynolds solu
by means of a perturbation approach. The advantage of such
rections is that they are generally still easier to obtain than s
tions to the full Stokes model.

A regular expansion ine for the dependent variables in Eqs.~2!,
~3!, and ~4! was used, as proposed by Myllerup et al.@37#. The
perturbation parameter chosen must be small to give a conver
expansion. Introducing the parameterg5e2, the dependent vari-
ables can be expanded in the following way:

u~x,z!5u0~x!1gu1~x,z!1g2u2~x,z!1O~g3!,

w~x,z!5w0~x,z!1gw1~x,z!1g2w2~x,z!1O~g3!, (5)

p~x,z!5p0~x!1gp1~x,z!1g2p2~x,z!1O~g3!.

Substitution of Eq.~5! in the Eqs.~2!–~4! and equating equa
orders ing gives for the zero order:

]p0

]x
2

]2u0

]z2 50, (6)

]p0

]z
50, (7)

]u0

]x
1

]w0

]z
50. (8)

The velocity u0 follows from integration of Eq.~6! twice with
respect toz, using the boundary conditions. Definingz50 to be
the lower surface andz5h(x) the upper surface the boundar
conditions will beu0(x,0)5U0 andu0(x,h(x))5Uh giving:

u05
1

2

dp0

dx
z~z2h!1~Uh2U0!

z

h
1U0 . (9)

Substitution of this result in Eq.~8! followed by integration with
respect toz, using ‘‘Leibniz’’ rule yields the Reynolds equation fo
p0(x):
Transactions of the ASME
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dx F6~Uh1U0!h~x!2h3~x!
dp0

dx G50. (10)

Finally an expression forw0 can be deduced from Eq.~8! and Eq.
~9!:

w05

z2~z2h!
dh

dx S h2
dp0

dx
12~Uh2U0! D

2h3 . (11)

In this paper the problems considered will be restricted to a
lower surface with speeduc which givesu0(x,0)51 and a sta-
tionairy upper surfaceu0(x,h)50.

Clearly, the zero order termsu0 , w0 , and p0 , form the Rey-
nolds solution to the problem. The same approach can now
followed to find the first and second order expansion terms,
Appendix A. For example, up to second order the pressur
given by:

(12)

In appendix A the expressions forp̃1(x) andp̃2(x) are given. It is
expected that for small but not very smalle corrections tou0 , w0 ,
and p0 obtained in this way would yield improved solution
However, it is noted that even for smalle the expansion can brea
down in regions of large gradients inh(x). For such cases a mor
sophisticated perturbation. should be used probably based
combination of expansion parameters, i.e.,e on a global scale and
someH loc /Lc on a local scale whereH loc andLc are a character-
istic film thickness and wavelength in the large gradient regio

3 Model Problem
Solutions to the pressure and velocities according to the Sto

model, the Reynolds equation and to the perturbation equation
first and second order will be compared for a model proble
Figure 1 shows a typical configuration. Let the gap between
surfaces in dimensionless variables be given by the function:

h~x!5~12hloc!x
ns1hloc2R8~x!, (13)

for 21<x<1. The first two terms represents the ‘‘global’’ shap
of the channel. The third term represents a local feature in
film. In this paper two cases will be considered. Firstns50 which
is a uniform channel with heighthloc . Secondlyns54 which
gives an approximation of a typical EHL film shape: A ‘‘par

Fig. 1 Geometry for single local feature
Journal of Tribology
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bolic’’ type channel with a flat region in the center of thickne
hloc . In both cases for the local feature the following function
used:

R8~x!5as8
sin~2px/ls!

~~11e2ks~Ls/22x!!~11e2ks~Ls/21x!!!
, (14)

where

as85as~11e2ks~Ls/22ls/4!!~11e2ks~Ls/21ls/4!!. (15)

Eq. ~14! and Eq.~15! represent a ‘‘wavetrain’’ of widthLs and the
wavelength of the oscillationls . ks is a decay parameter. In th
limit of large ks there areLs /(2ls) wavelengths in the feature o
each side. In a uniform channel the maximum valueh5hloc1as is
attained atx52ls/4 and the minimum valueh5hloc2as at x
5ls/4. In this studyks will be fixed ks516/ls and Ls5ls so
one obtains a single wavelength which can be seen as a com
tion of a valley and an asperity. With respect to the amplitude
as5hloc the asperity completely blocks the channel. In Fig. 1 t
configuration forns54, hloc50.6,as50.2, andls50.6 is shown.

It is noted thatas and ls are dimensionless parameters.
physical terms the amplitude of the feature isA5Has with H the
nominal film thickness and its wavelength isL5Lls with L the
nominal length of the domain.

In Section 5.1 results will be presented for a single feature i
uniform channel of unit height varyingas , ls and the paramete
e5H/L that appears in the Stokes equations. In Section 5.3
results for a local feature in a channel with an EHL film type
geometry are presented. For this casehloc , ls , andas were varied
for different values ofe. The ranges of values considered for ea
parameter are given in the relevant sections.

In Fig. 1 the boundaries of the domain are indicated w
G1 , . . . ,G4 . The boundary conditions for the flow in the gap w
be given in terms of the velocity of the surfaces and the press
at the inlet and outlet of the film:

G1 : u51, w50,

G2 : u50, w50,
(16)

G3 : p50, w50,

G4 : p50, w50.

The pressure on the boundariesG3 andG4 is taken zero as usually
the pressure will be large compared to the ambient pressure.

In this article only steady flow situations are considered so
surface on which a feature is present (G2 in Fig. 1! is assumed to
be stationary. The difference between solutions obtained for
problem with the various models~Stokes, Reynolds, correcte
Reynolds! will be shown in terms of the flow field variables pre
sure and velocity and by means of the generated load carr
capacity~lift force!. In most tribological problems a large pressu
rise occurs in a region of narrowing gap. However, an equa
large pressure fall will be predicted in a widening region. Fo
symmetric geometry this implies that the predicted load that co
be carried is zero. However, in practice a lubricant~fluid! can not
sustain negative pressures and in the widening region the pres
drops to the vapor pressure~usually taken equal to the ambien
pressure!. As a result the net load capacity is nonzero. To simul
this physical cavitation behavior the model should be exten
with a cavitation condition. This can be done by means of
density pressure relation. However, as the compressibility beh
ior itself can cause differences between Reynolds and Stokes
lutions, here, to separate the issues, a simplified approach is
and the load capacity is computed from a given solution in
‘‘Sommerfeld’’ manner: Only the positive pressure values are u
and the negative pressure values in the computed flow field
replaced by zero~or sub-vapor pressures by the vapor pressu!.
So, for the computation of the load capacity the pressure fiel
cut off from below at zero. Compared with the pressure field t
would be obtained if a cavitation condition were imposed t
JANUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 123
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truncated field only differs near the cavitation boundary where
pressure gradient would be zero which it obviously is not in
truncated Sommerfeld field. However, the error that is made in
computed load capacity is small because the pressures nea
cavitation boundary in both cases are small and contribute littl
the integral over the field.

Summarizing, the difference between the Stokes and the R
nolds solution has been measured by means of the generated
capacity which was defined as:

R̄5
E G̃1

pS~x,z50!dx2E G̃1
pR~x!dx

E G̃1
pR~x!dx

, (17)

where the tilde inG̃ indicates that the pressure is only integrat
for positive values. The effect of this approximation on the beh
ior of R̄ as a function of the geometry and the film aspect ratio
shown to be small in@42#.

Note that for the relative difference between the Stokes and
Reynolds solution it makes little difference if the lower or th
upper surface is taken in Eq. 17. However, given that the lo
surface is assumed to be flat in the model problems considere
calculation usingp(x,z50) is simply easier. Which surface i
taken is not an issue for the load. It would be an issue for
friction force.

4 Numerical Solution
In the Reynolds equation the shape of the gap is no issue in

discretization of the equation for numerical solution and
implementation of the boundary conditions. It appears in the eq
tions as a~known! function h(x) and the boundary condition
have been taken care of when integrating the momentum equ
over the film. This is not the case for the Stokes equations.
easily deal with the non-rectangular boundaries and the im
mentation of the boundary conditions the problem has been tr
formed to a rectangular domain using curvi-linear coordinates.
the transformed domain the equations have been discretized
the numerical solution of the resulting system of discrete eq
tions Multigrid ~MG! techniques have been used. In this sect
details of the transformation, the discretization, and the numer
solution procedure are given.

4.1 Curvi-linear Coordinates. The equations are trans
formed from the physical domain to a rectangular computatio
domain and the transformed equations are then discretized on
rectangular domain as was done by Oosterlee@44#. In our tribo-
logical context the flow domain is usually rather straightforwa
i.e. no flow around a corner. This implies that generally no st
gradients in the grid lines will occur, i.e., whilee may not be very
small, it will still not be large. As a result it is sufficient to tran
form only thex andz-coordinate and there is no need to transfo
the velocity vector too. This has the advantage that the tas
discretizing the Christoffel symbols@45# which would result from
the velocity transformation, does not arise.

Let the relation between the physical coordinatesx5(x1,x2)
5(x,z)PV and the computational coordinates (j1,j2)PG, with
G the rectangular computational domain, be given byx
5x(j1,j2). The inverse transformation should exist and letAg be
the determinant of the JacobianJ of the transformation.

In this article all results are obtained with a transformation
the x2 direction using the gap heighth(x1):

x5x~j1!, z5j2h~j1!. (18)

Eqs. ~2!, ~3!, and ~4! transformed to curvilinear coordinates in
conservative form can be written as:
124 Õ Vol. 125, JANUARY 2003
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e2
]

]jk FAga1
~k!a1

~ l !
]u

]j l G1
]

]jk FAga2
~k!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l G5e
]

]jk ~Aga1
~k!p!,

(19)

e3
]

]jk FAga1
~k!a1

~ l !
]w

]j l G1e
]

]jk FAga2
~k!a2

~ l !
]w

]j l G5
]

]jk ~Aga2
~k!p!,

(20)

]

]jk ~Agal
~k!ul !50. (21)

whereal
(k) are the contravariant base vectors which are the vec

normal to thejk5constant lines. In practice, because the transf
mation is given in the formx5x(j1,j2), it is convenient to re-
place them in the equations by expressions in terms of the c
riant base vectors which follow from the fact that the two types
base vectors form an orthonormal set, see Nomenclature.

Summarizing, the problem of solvingu, w, andp as a function
of x and z in the domainV from Eqs. ~2!, ~3!, and ~4! is now
replaced by solvingu, w, p as a function ofj1 and j2 in the
domainG from Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and~21!.

4.2 Discretization. The physical domainV is bounded on
four sides. In the transformed spaceG each line withj i50,1
corresponds to one of the sides ofV. The transformed Eqs.~19!,
~20! and ~21! are discretized on a uniform grid. This comput
tional grid is defined byGdj5$(j i 21/2

1 ,j j 21/2
2 )5(( i 21)dj1,( j

21)dj2);( i , j )51, . . . ,N11;dj1,dj251/N% and the coordi-
nates of the cell centers are (j i

1,j j
2)5(( i 21/2)dj1,( j

21/2)dj2);( i , j )51, . . . ,N). From the definition ofGdj it is
clear that (dj15dj,dj25dj) but for clarity the notation
(dj1,dj2) is used.

A stable discretization is ensured by a staggered grid arran
ment of the variables, as shown in Fig. 2. The pressure is defi
in the cell center, theu-velocity component on the vertical ce
face and thew-velocity on the horizontal cell face. Integration o
the momentum and continuity equations has been carried out
the corresponding finite volumes. In Fig. 2 the finite volume~FV!
corresponding toui 21/2j is shown. For thex-momentum, Eq.~19!,
Gauss’ theorem gives:

E
Gu

FeAga1
~k!p2e2Aga1

~k!a1
~ l !

]u

]j l2Aga2
~k!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l Gnkds50,

(22)

whereGu is the boundary of the FV for thex-momentum equation
andnk the kth component of the unit normal outward of this FV
Taking the dependent variables constant when integrating ove
cell faces, leads to:

dj2$eAga1
~1!p% i j 2dj2$eAga1

~1!p% i 21 j1dj1$eAga1
~2!p% i 21/2j 11/2

2dj1$eAga1
~2!p% i 21/2j 21/22dj2HAgFe2a1

~1!a1
~ l !

]u

]j l

1a2
~1!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l J
i j

1dj2HAgFe2a1
~1!a1

~ l !
]u

]j l 1a2
~1!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l J
i 21 j

2dj1HAgFe2a1
~2!a1

~ l !
]u

]j l 1a2
~2!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l J
i 21/2j 11/2

1dj1HAgFe2a1
~2!a1

~ l !
]u

]j l 1a2
~2!a2

~ l !
]u

]j l J
i 21/2j 21/2

50, (23)

wheredj1 anddj2 are the length of the cell faces in thej1- and
j2-direction, respectively. A similar expression can be found
the z-momentum equation at (j i

1,j j 21/2
2 ) taking as FV the box

defined by the four points (j i 21/2
1 ,j j

2), (j i 11/2
1 ,j j

2), (j i 21/2
1 ,j j 21

2 ),
and (j i 11/2

1 ,j j 21
2 ).
Transactions of the ASME
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A finite volume for the integration of the continuity equation
centered aroundpi j , see Fig. 2. The integration gives:

E
Gp

@Agal
~k!ul #nkds50, (24)

whereGp is the boundary of this FV for the continuity equatio
andnk is thekth component of the unit normal directed outward
the FV. This FV is defined by the four points (j i 21/2

1 ,j j 21/2
2 ),

(j i 11/2
1 ,j j 21/2

2 ), (j i 21/2
1 ,j j 11/2

2 ), and (j i 11/2
1 ,j j 11/2

2 ). Taking the de-
pendent variables constant over the cell faces, the integratio
Eq. ~24! gives:

@Agal
~1!ul # i 11/2jdj22@Agal

~1!ul # i 21/2jdj21@Agal
~2!ul # i j 11/2dj1

2@Agal
~2!ul # i j 21/2dj150. (25)

In practice the contravariant base vectorsal
(k) are replaced by

expressions in terms of the covariant basevectors, see Sec
Some details regarding the discrete approximations used for
partial differentials in Eq.~23! and the covariant vectors are give
in Appendix B.

By means of Taylor expansion of the discrete variables it can
shown that the resulting system of finite difference equation
consistent and forms a second-order approximation to the con
ous ~transformed! Stokes equations, i.e., the truncation error
O((dj)2) if dj15dj25dj.

4.3 Multigrid. If N is the number of grid cells in each d
rection the linear system of equations resulting from the discr
zation of Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and ~21! for the case of a pressur
boundary consists of 3N2 equations and unknowns. To solve th

Fig. 2 Illustration of staggered grid cells and numbering and
location of variables around a specific gridcell numbered as
„ i , j …. Pressures are defined at cell centers „dot … such as the
point „ i , j …, horizontal velocities at the center of vertical cell-
faces „horizontal bar, locations iÀ1Õ2,j , iÀ1Õ2, j¿1, etc. …, verti-
cal velocities at the center of horizontal cell faces „vertical bar,
locations i ,jÀ1Õ2, i , j¿1Õ2…. The equation of continuity is de-
fined at pressure points, the x momentum equation at horizon-
tal velocity points, and the y momentum equation at the verti-
cal velocity points. The shaded region indicates the finite
volume used the discretization of the x -momentum equation in
the point iÀ1Õ2,j . If variables are needed at points of this vol-
ume at which they are not defined on the grid, e.g., p iÀ1Õ2,j¿1Õ2
they are approximated by interpolation, see appendix B.
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system either a direct or an iterative method can be used. B
methods have the disadvantage of being computationally ex
sive and thereby limiting the number of cells for which the pro
lem can be solved in acceptable CPU times. However, for the c
of iterative methods this problem can be overcome if Multig
~MG! techniques are used. The principle of MG techniques is
design an iterative scheme that efficiently reduces high freque
components of the error and use this to smooth the error. As th
a property of many iterative schemes this is usually not too d
cult. With such a scheme after a few relaxations on the~target!
grid the remaining smooth error can then be solved on a coa
grid on which it is less smooth and thus can be solved m
efficiently. The approximation to the smooth error on this coar
grid can then be used to correct the approximation on the ta
grid. Applying this approach recursively leads to an algorith
where to solve the problem on a given target grid a set of coa
grids is used. The result is an iterative cycle which traverse
sequence of grids in a prescribed manner referred to as a co
grid correction cycle. When properly designed such a cycle c
verges at a grid independent speed with the efficiency with wh
the high frequency components of the error are reduced by
iterative process. Typically an error reduction of an order of m
nitude per cycle can be obtained, independent of the mesh siz
the target grid. Multigrid techniques were originally introduce
for scalar elliptic partial differential equations in the 1970s. Sin
then efficient Multigrid algorithms have been developed for
wide variety of problems in many fields in science. For mo
details the reader is referred to the many books, e.g., Brandt@49#,
Stüben and Trottenberg@50#, Hackbusch@51#, Briggs @52#, Jop-
pich @54#, Wesseling@53# and for the specific application to lubri
cation problems to Venner and Lubrecht@55#.

For many scalair partial differential boundary value proble
the standard iterative processes such as Gauss-Seidel relax
have good error smoothing properties. For systems of equation
find a suitable scheme is more involved due to the coupling
tween equations. For these problems one distinguishes uncou
~SIMPLE, DGS! and coupled methods~see Wesseling@53# for
good description of methods!. For the Stokes equations consid
ered here a symmetric coupled Gauss Seidel relaxation was
which is a robust and efficient smoother. In its simplest form
method consists of scanning the grid cell by cell at each
solving the five unknowns in that cell simultaneously. This giv
good smoothing when the problem is isotropic (e5O(1)). How-
ever, with decreasinge the anisotropy increases and the equatio
become more strongly coupled inz direction than inx direction.
As a result smoothing behavior in thex direction will deteriorate.
The remedy is to apply the relaxation in a ‘‘line relaxation’’ ma
ner that is, instead of scanning the grid cell by cell to scan the g
in a linewise manner each time solving all equations of the cells
one vertical line simultaneously. As the system of equations
one line has a narrow band this can be done efficiently wit
direct solver. The resulting line relaxation scheme still requires
amount of work proportional to the number of unknowns. Fo
detailed description of the system of equations to be solved
line the reader is referred to@42#. With this relaxation scheme in a
Multigrid solver an excellent grid independent convergence r
for large and smalle has been achieved, see@42#.

Finally, the interaction between the different grids in the Mu
tigrid algorithm involves ‘‘inter-grid’’ transfers. In this work the
inter-grid operators as described by Vanka@56# were used.

5 Results
Below results are presented obtained with the Stokes equat

the Reynolds equation and the first and second order perturba
equations for the model problem in two configurations.

5.1 Single Local Feature. For the case of a single loca
feature~SLF! in a uniform channel Eq.~13! and ~14! were used
with hloc51.0, ns50, Ls5ls , ks516/ls which gives a single
valley asperity combination. The parameters varied are the wa
JANUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 125
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lengthls , the amplitudeas , ande5H/L, which appears in the
Stokes equations. The reader is reminded thatas and ls are di-
mensionless quantities. In physical terms the amplitude of
feature isA5Has and its wavelengthL5Lls .

In Fig. 3 the solutions to the problem are shown obtained fo
typical case with the different modeling equations. In Fig. 3~a! the
pressure at the lower and upper surface as a function ofx are
shown according to the Stokes solution, and the pressure solu
according to the Reynolds equation. In Fig. 3~b! the streamlines of
the Stokes solution are shown. In Fig. 3~a! it can be seen that in
the local region of the feature the Stokes solution clearly pred
a z-dependent pressure. However, the Reynolds and Stokes
sure solution do not only differ in the vicinity of the feature. Als
in the uniform channel region before and after the local feature
Reynolds and Stokes pressure solution differ. So, in the Sto
solution the presence of the local feature is ‘‘felt’’ throughout t
entire domain with its influence on the solution decreasing w
increasing distance from the feature.

The streamlines in Fig. 3 indicate that the flow follows t
boundaries. Near the surfacez50 the streamlines are straight, an
near the surfacez5h(x) they align with the feature. In betwee
there is a gradual transition. This is not always the case. The
may exhibit recirculation. For this problem two types of recirc
lation can occur. The first type occurs for an amplitudeas.0.5
and is characterized by a large scale back-flow. The feature in
blocks the flow and eventually for very large amplitudes splits
problem into two separate problems. This global type of recir
lation is also predicted by the Reynolds solution. It is illustrated
Fig. 4~a! where the Stokes velocity solution is shown fore
50.01, as50.9, andls50.06. As can be seen from Fig. 4 th

Fig. 3 „a… Pressure as function of x for zÄ0 and zÄh „x …; and
„b… streamlines: both as function of x and z for eÄ0.1, ls
Ä0.4, asÄ0.2.
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amplitude induced recirculation has large effect on the flow. T
recirculation zone extends all the way to the inflow boundary. T
second type of recirculation is very local. It occurs in the valley
the feature whene/ls5O(1) and is not predicted by the Rey
nolds equation. An illustration is given in Fig. 4~b!. Because of its
small size and the small value of the velocities it is only visible
a picture zooming in on the valley of the feature. This recircu
tion is of the same type as found in the case of a driven ca
problem as for example presented by Moffat@57#. The bulk of the
fluid simply passes below the feature and the recirculation ha
very small effect on the overall flow pattern. However, it can s
be of importance as it implies that a certain amount of lubric
stays at the same position and is not replaced by new lubric
Finally, a combination of both recirculation patterns can occ
whene/ls5O(1) andas.0.5.

To quantify the difference between the Reynolds and the Sto
solutions the difference of the generated load force of the s
tions on the lower surface is taken, as defined by the quantityR̄,

Fig. 4 Two types of recirculation for eÄ0.01: „a… large ampli-
tude induced recirculation asÄ0.9 and lsÄ0.06; and „b… short
wavelength induced recirculation asÄ0.4 and lsÄ0.02.
Transactions of the ASME
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see Eq.~17!. For different values ofe (e50.1,0.01,0.001) Fig. 5
shows the value ofR̄ as a function ofas and ls . This figure
shows thatR̄ does not monotonously increase or decrease withas
but that it has a maximum. Only for sufficiently largeas it de-
creases withas . Also, for a smaller value ofe the maximum value
of R̄ occurs at a smaller value ofas . Finally, for a givenas ande
the value ofR̄ decreases with increasingls as is expected.

Note that in each figure results are shown for values ofls that
differ, e.g., 0.1,ls,0.6 for e50.1, 0.01,ls,0.06 for e50.01
and 0.001,ls,0.006 fore50.001. This choice has been made
show that the magnitude ofR̄ depends mainly on the ratioe/ls .
So, disregarding the detailed shape of each curve, its level is

Fig. 5 R̄ as function of as for „a… eÄ0.1; „b… eÄ0.01; and „c…
eÄ0.001
Journal of Tribology
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de-

termined by this ratio. The purpose of this study is to find a g
eral rule indicating when a Reynolds solution is valid. For th
problem one thus finds that the difference between the Stokes
the Reynolds solution is a function ofe/ls . As e5H/L and ls
5L/L this means that in physical terms the accuracy of the R
nolds solution depends on the value of the ratioH/L5film
thickness/wavelength feature.

From the results presented here it is estimated that a differe
of 10 percent between the Reynolds and the Stokes solution m
sured byR̄ occurs fore/ls5H/L.0.2. The fact that the ratio
H/L determines the behavior is in line with expectations e
pressed in the literature, e.g., by Elrod@9#. More important is that
now a quantification can be given. Significant differences betw
the load capacity according to the Reynolds solution and the l
capacity according to the Stokes solution occur forH/L
5O(0.1) and larger.

In Fig. 5 it can be seen that there appears to be a maxim
value for the difference between the generated lift forces w
e/ls is kept constant and at the same timee→0. This behavior is
visualised in Fig. 6. The figure showsR̄ as a function ofe for
three values ofe/ls fixed. To show the limiting behavior the
results have been scaled on the maximum value ofR̄ that is ob-
served which is the value reached ate50.005. The observed be
havior can be understood when translating back to the un-sc
variables. If H is assumed to be constant,L is constant:e/ls
5H/Lls5H/L5constant. So, ifL→` the distance between lo
cal feature and in/out flow boundary increases. The limiting
havior thus indicates, as anticipated, that there is no interac
between the surface feature and the in/out flow boundaries.

5.2 Perturbation SLF. As mentioned a perturbation ap
proach can be used to obtain a correction to the Reynolds solu
without having to solve the full Stokes equations. For the probl
of a SLF such perturbation solutions are compared with the s
tion of the Reynolds equation and the solution of the Stokes eq
tions. For a characteristic case, the accuracy and convergen
the perturbation in relation with the wavelength of the feature
studied.

Figure 7 shows some results obtained for the casee50.01,as
50.4 and two wavelengths 0.04, 0.02. The figures show the p
sure at the surfacez50 andz5h(x) as obtained from the Rey
nolds equation, the Stokes solution, and from two perturba
solutions: the first order and the second order. The global feat
of the SLF solution have already been discussed in detail in
previous section. Here only the solution in the vicinity of th
feature is shown.

Consider the casels50.04. The first order perturbation solu
tion to the pressure already differs very little from the Stok
solution, and the second order perturbation result is an even m
accurate approximation to the Stokes solution. With decreas
wavelength the accuracy of the perturbed solutions is expecte

Fig. 6 Limit of R̄ÕR̄max if eÕlsÄconstant and e\0, for asÄ0.1
JANUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 127
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Fig. 7 Pressure at the surface zÄ0 „left … and zÄh „x … „right … for the Reynolds solution „p rey…, the Stokes solu-
tion „p s… and a first „p 1… and second order „p 2… perturbation solution for the case eÄ0.01 and asÄ0.4 while ls
Ä0.04 „top … and lsÄ0.02 „bottom …
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decrease. This can be seen from the results obtained for sm
wavelengths. Forls50.02 the global correction provided by th
perturbation is accurate in the region away from the feature
locally near the feature it is very poor. The perturbation solutio
contain an erroneous local oscillation with an amplitude that
the second order result is even larger than in the first order re

Fig. 8 The value of R̄ for the Stokes „S… solution, the first
order perturbation „p 1… solution and the second order pertur-
bation „p 2… solution for the SLF with eÄ0.01 and lsÄ0.04
Vol. 125, JANUARY 2003
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This indicates that locally the perturbation ine does not converge
The local gradients have become too large for the global par
etere to be an adequate perturbation parameter.

It is observed that both cases (ls50.04,0.02) the Stokes pres
sure is larger than the Reynolds pressure. A closer look at
pressure expansion, Eq.~12! shows that this is caused byp̃1(x)
and p̃2(x) becausew0 andw1 only differ from zero in the region
wheredh/dx is nonzero. The equations forp̃1(x) and p̃2(x) con-
tain derivatives ofh with respect tox, this is in contrast to the
Reynolds equation. So, the curvature of the feature does not
have a local effect but also a global effect.

The behavior described above is also reflected in global par
eters of the solution such as theR̄ value used to measure th
difference between the Stokes solution and the Reynolds solu
This is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this figureR̄ is shown as a function
of the amplitudeas for the case ofe50.01, ls50.04 for three
solutions. First the value obtained comparing the Stokes and
Reynolds solution. Secondly the value obtained comparing
first order perturbation solution to the Reynolds solution and
nally the value obtained comparing the second order perturba
solution to the Reynolds solution. From the figure it is conclud
that for this case, even when the amplitude is large, the valueR̄
obtained using the perturbation solutions is an accurate appr
mation to the value obtained using the complete Stokes solut

With respect to the calculated velocity profiles it is noted that
was mentioned in Section 4.1 a recirculation induced by a sm
wavelength can not be predicted by the series expansion in te
of e.
Transactions of the ASME
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In conclusion, it has been shown that for the SLF problem,
perturbation theory yields accurate corrections to the Reyn
solution as long as the ratioe to wavelength is not too large. Fo
large values ofe/ls the global correction to the pressure soluti
will still be reasonable, but the predicted local pressure and
locity field around the feature are inaccurate. In such cases b
results may be obtained with a more sophisticated perturba
approach, see Sec. 2.

5.3 EHL Relevant Geometry. Unlike the SLF problem dis-
cussed so far, the surfaces in a lubricated contact are not n
nally flat. In this sense the SLF problem is not realistic for a f
scale contact. However, it can still be representative for the lo
situation inside a contact, but then the boundary pressure for
local problem should be taken from the global pressure of
large scale solution.

A larger scale problem combined with a local feature is cons
ered in this section. In tribology often the contacting surfaces
approximated by a polynomial of the second degree. In this s
tion a contact geometry is modeled by a 4th degree polynomial to
create a situation that resembles the usual parabola but with a
region in the center. The resulting film geometry can be seen a
approximation of the film in EHL contacts where the flat region
the result of the deformation.

To describe the upper boundary, Eqs.~13! and ~14! were used
with ns54, hloc Ls5ls and ks516/ls . The remaining param-
eters to be varied arehloc the local film thickness in the flat region
e, as , andls . The boundary conditions are the same as for
SLF.

In Fig. 9 the different~Reynolds, Stokes, perturbation! solutions
are shown for a typical case. In Fig. 9~a! are shown the compute

Fig. 9 „a… Pressure as function of x for zÄ0 and zÄh „x …; and
„b… streamlines: both as function of x and z for eÄ0.1, h loc
Ä0.1, lsÄ0.04, asÄ0.08.
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pressure at the surfacesz50 andz5h as a function ofx for the
Stokes solution and the pressure according to the Reynolds e
tion. Figure 9~b! shows the flow pattern in the gap. In Fig. 9~a! it
can be seen that the Stokes pressure is larger than the Rey
pressure as was found for the SLF. However, the Stokes press
at the lower and upper surface hardly differ indicating very we
z dependence, except for the region near the local feature.
stream lines in Fig. 9~b! show that at the entrance and at the e
of the contact recirculation occurs. In addition there is local re
culation in the valley of the feature, although this is not visible
Fig. 9~b!.

Fig. 10 The value of R̄ as function of as for different ls : „a…
eÄ0.1 and h locÄ0.1; „b… eÄ0.1 and h locÄ0.01; and „c… eÄ0.01
and h locÄ0.1.
JANUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 129
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Fig. 11 Pressure at the surface zÄ0 „left … and zÄh „x … „right … for the Reynolds solution „p rey…, the Stokes
solution „p s… and a first- „p 1… and second order „p 2… perturbation solution for the case lsÄ0.04 „top … and ls
Ä0.018 „bottom … while for both cases eÄ0.1, h locÄ0.1, and asÄ0.08
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As was done for the SLF, the difference in load capacityR̄ has
been calculated to quantify the difference between the Stokes
the Reynolds solution. Results for three combinations ofe andhloc
are shown in Fig. 10~a–c!. e50.1 andhloc50.1, e50.01 and
hloc50.1, and e50.1 with hloc50.01. The dependence of th
value of R̄ on the feature amplitudeas is shown for different
values of the feature wavelengthls . It can be seen that with
decreasingls the accuracy of the Reynolds solution decreases
was found for the SLF. However, in contrast to the SLF resu
here only for large amplitudes a significant difference between
Stokes and Reynolds solution occurs. For the cases shown in
10 the wavelengths are chosen such that the factorehloc /ls is the
same. It is clear that the graphs in the figures Figure 10~a–c! are
very similar and the predicted values ofR̄ differ little. The main
difference is between the first case, (e50.1 andhloc50.01) and
the other two. This suggests that for the largere the results are
also effected by interaction between the in- and out-flow bou
aries and the feature.

In conclusion, the behavior of the difference between the R
nolds solution and the Stokes solution for this problem appear
be determined by the ratioehloc /ls . The influence of this ratio
can be understood as follows. From the perturbation analys
follows thatdh/dx and higher derivatives are important and c
completely undo the effect of a smalle in a series expansion
However, the valueedh/dxux50'22pase/ls;ase/ls is not the
right parameter to indicate if the solutions of the Reynolds eq
tion are accurate. This already follows from the parabolic shap
the curves in Fig. 10: In each graph the same value ofR̄ is ob-
tained for two different values ofase/ls . But, taking the maxi-
mum value one obtains:
Vol. 125, JANUARY 2003
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when as→hloc . In physical terms ehloc /ls5Hhloc /Lls
5H loc /L so it is the local ratio of film thickness to waveleng
that determines the effect of the feature which confirms the
pothesis of Elrod@9# and is consistent with the findings for th
SLF problem. Measured by means of the load capacity a dif
ence in excess of 10 percent between the Stokes and the Rey
solution was found to occur forH loc /L.0.25 and the maximum
difference was found for an amplitude close to the local fi
thickness.

5.4 Perturbation EHL Relevant Geometry. In Fig. 11
some results are shown for the casee50.1, hloc50.1, as50.08
and two wavelengthsls50.04, 0.018. The figures show the pre
sure at the surfacez50 andz5h(x) as obtained from the Rey
nolds equation, the Stokes solution, and the first and second o
perturbation solution. As the global features of the solution ha
been discussed in detail in the previous section, here only
solution in the region around the feature is shown. Consider
casels50.04. The first order perturbation solution is already
excellent improvement on the Reynolds solution. The seco
order perturbation result is even more accurate. Clearly the
turbation ine for this case converges. With decreasing wavelen
the accuracy of the perturbed solutions is expected to decre
This can be seen from the results shown for a smaller wavelen
For ls50.018 the perturbation solution is incorrect not only in t
region of the feature but also on a global scale. Also with incre
ing perturbation order the series expansion diverges further f
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the Stokes solution indicating that for this case a perturba
based only on the single global parametere is no longer the ad-
equate choice, see Sec. 2. It is observed that in both casesls
50.04,0.018) the Stokes pressure exceeds the Reynolds pre
as was found for the SLF.

When the perturbation converges also the difference betw
the generated load predicted by the Reynolds solution and
Stokes solution is predicted quite accurately by the perturba
solutions. In Fig. 12 for the casee50.1, hloc50.1 andls50.04
the value ofR̄ is shown as a function of the amplitude for thre
solutions: the first-order and second-order perturbation solut
and for the Stokes solution. It can be seen that a higher-o
series expansion gives a better prediction. From the figure it
be concluded that a difference of about 10 percent in predic
load capacity can be corrected with the perturbation appro
However, this is less than for the SLF where a deviation up to
percent between the Stokes solution and the Reynolds equ
could be corrected accurately with the perturbation analysis.

6 Conclusion
A numerical algorithm was developed for the solution of t

flow in a thin film based on the Stokes equations. The equat
were transformed using curvi-linear coordinates and discret
using a staggered grid arrangement. The discrete system of e
tions is solved with symmetric coupled Gauss Seidel relaxa
and Multigrid techniques are used to accelerate convergence
obtain typical multigrid efficiency of grid independent conve
gence it is essential that the relaxation be applied in a line re
ation manner. This is due to the anisotropical nature of the pr
lem of flow in a thin film.

The algorithm was applied to the solution of the model probl
of the flow in a narrow gap with a single local surface feature
two cases with different global geometry of the gap. The co
puted velocity and pressure fields were compared with the s
tions obtained when the problem is modelled with the Reyno
equation. It is shown that the magnitude of the differences
tween the Reynolds and Stokes solutions depends on the
ratio film thickness to feature wavelength. Large differences in
integrated quantity such as the predicted load occur when
ratio is O(0.1). However, at a local scale in one of the fie
quantities velocity or pressure large differences may already o
at smaller values. This may be important when effects on sur
deformation or surface fatigue are to be estimated.

Because solutions to the Stokes equations are still not avail
for many practical lubrication problems, a simple tool to obtain
estimate of the error in a Reynolds model solution using o

Fig. 12 The value of R̄ for the EHL geometry with local feature
obtained for the case of the Stokes „S… solution the first order
perturbation solution „p 1… and the second order perturbation
solution „p 2…. eÄ0.1, h locÄ0.1 and lsÄ0.04.
Journal of Tribology
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Reynolds type of equations for which many solvers exist can b
great convenience. This can be achieved with a perturbation
proach. For the model problems considered here it is shown th
first and second order correction can be computed which are q
accurate but this depends on the perturbation parameter th
used. A straightforward perturbation in terms of the global fi
aspect ratio will break down when the slopes in the film loca
are too large.

In this paper the validity of the solution was investigated
relation to the geometry of the~local! gap. Another limitation to
the validity of the Reynolds solutions is formed by the piezov
cous behavior@41#, and the compressibility behavior of the lubr
cant. These effects also lead to a cross-film dependence o
pressure that can not be predicted with the Reynolds equation
are described in@42#.

A Perturbation
In this appendix the expansion of the Stokes equation ing

(5e2) will be carried out up to second order for the configurati
assumed in the model problems, i.e., a lower surfacez50 moving
with speeduc and a stationary upper surfacez5h. The related
velocity boundary conditions are assumed to be satisfied by
zero order solution:u0(x,0)51, w0(x,0)50 and u0(x,h)50,
w0(x,h)50.

Before presenting the equations it is noted that for the pres
case of iso-viscous, incompressible flow, the perturbation s
tions can be obtained relatively easily. However, for the m
general case of a pressure-dependent density and viscosity
entire series expansion is much more complicated.

The equations for the first order terms are the same as Eqs~6!,
~7! and~8!, but with a the right-hand side now formed by deriv
tives of the zeroth-order solution.

]p1

]x
2

]2u1

]z2 5
]2u0

]x2 , (26)

]p1

]z
5

]2w0

]z2 , (27)

]u1

]x
1

]w1

]z
50. (28)

The Eqs.~26!, ~27! and Eq.~28! can be solved in the same way a
by Eqs.~6!, ~7! and ~8!. Integration of Eq.~27! with respect toz
gives an expression for the pressure correction,

p15
]w0

]z
1 r̃ 1~x!. (29)

Integrating Eq.~26! twice with respect toz results in an expres-
sion for u1 . The unknown variablep1 in the expression foru1
follows from Eq.~29!. After integration of Eq.~28! with respect to
z and substitution of the expression foru1 and the correct bound
ary values, an equation forp̃1 follows:

d

dx F S dh

dxD
2

~6c1128h~x!!1
d2h

dx2 h~x!~c114h~x!!

210h~x!3
dp̃1

dx G50. (30)

wherec1 is an integration constant1 resulting from integration of
Eq. ~10!. As p05p0(x) it is clear that thez-dependency in the firs
order correction comes from]w0 /]z which is already known
when the Reynolds solution is available.

1dp0 /dx56h(x)1c1 /h3(x)
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The second order corrections follow from substituting Eq.~5! in
Eqs.~2!, ~3! and ~4! and equating second order terms ing2.

]p2

]x
2

]2u2

]z2 5
]2u1

]x2 , (31)

]p2

]z
5

]2w1

]z2 1
]2w0

]x2 , (32)
e
d

n

n
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]u2

]x
1

]w2

]z
50. (33)

On the four boundaries of the domain the second order cor
tions should satisfy:u250, w250, p250. Note that the right-
hand sides in the second order equations contain the lower o
results which are all known.w0 is given in Eq.~11!. The first
order perturbationu1 follows from integrating Eq.~26! twice with
respect toz and is given by:
u15
c2z~z2h!

2h3 1
z~z2h!~230c1z2290z2h19c1h2210zh2132h3!~h8!2

30h5 1
z~c114h!~15z3220z2h13zh212h3!h9

60h4 , (34)

wherec1 andc2 are integration constants following from the integration of Eq.~10! and Eq.~30! with respect tox from 21 to 1. For
convenience the short-hand notationsh85dh/dx, h95d2h/dx2 etc. have been introduced. An expression forw1 can be from Eq.~28!
using the explicit form ofu1 .

w15
z2~z2h!~230c1z2272z2h19c1h2212zh2116h3!~h8!3

30h6 1
c2z2~z2h!h8

2h4

1
z2~z2h!~36c1z229c1zh1108z2h219c1h2212zh2264h3!h8h9

60h5 2
z2~z2h!2~3z1h!~c114h!h-

60h4 . (35)

The integration of Eq.~32! with respect toz gives an expression for the pressure correctionp2 :

p25E F]2w0

]x2 1
]2w1

]z2 Gdz1 p̃2~x!, (36)

wherep̃2 is unknown. An explicit expression forp2 can now be found by substitutingw0 andw1 in Eq. ~36!.

p25 p̃2~x!1
zc2h8~3z22h!

2h4 1
z~h8!3~275c1z3160c1z2h2180z3h127c1zh21120z2h2218c1h3184zh3232h4!

30h6

1
zh8h9~45c1z3245c1z2h1135z3h215c1zh22120z2h2119c1h3278zh3164h4!

30h5

1
zh-~c114h!~215z3120z2h26zh224h3!

120h4 . (37)
a

t the

tion
Upon substitution of Eq.~37! in Eq. ~31! and double integration
with respect toz an expression foru2 can be found. Thisu2 can be
substituted in Eq.~33!. This equation can be integrated with r
spect toz between 0 andh(x). Using the boundary conditions an
the Leibnitz rule the following equation can be deduced:

d

dx F2h3
dp̃2

dx
1

24~h8!4~9c1146h!

525
1

c2hh9

10

2
h2~h9!2~80c11107h!

1050
1

3c2~h8!2

5

2
118h~h8!2h9~c118h!

525
2

2h2h8h-~22c1117h!

525

1
71h3h+~c114h!

4200 G50. (38)

This is again a Reynolds type of equation for the unknown fu
tion p̃2 . It can be solved by numerical integration.

Finally, the present case of iso-viscous, incompressible flow,
perturbation solutions can be obtained relatively easily. It sho
be noted that for the more general case of a pressure-depe
density and viscosity the entire series expansion is much m
complicated.
-

c-
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B Discretization
The discretization of the partial derivatives in Eq.~23! is car-

ried out by taking the average of the partial differential over
control volumeV. In the viscous part of Eq.~23! there are two
types of terms. First, those where the variables are defined a
location where they are needed. For example:

H ]u

]j1J
i j

[
1

V E ]u

]j1 dV'
1

V E ~ui 11/2j2ui 21/2j !

dj1 dj1dj2

5
ui 11/2j2ui 21/2j

dj1 , (39)

where it is assumed that withinVui 11/2j2ui 21/2j is constant
along j2. Second, the variables are not defined at the loca
where they are needed. For example:

H ]u

]j2J
i j

[
1

V E ]u

]j2 dV

'
1

V E ~ui j 11/22ui j 21/2!

dj2 dj1dj2

5
ui 21/2j 111ui 11/2j 112ui 21/2j 212ui 11/2j 21

4dj2 . (40)
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We takeui j 11/251/4(ui 21/2j1ui 21/2j 111ui 11/2j 111ui 11/2j ) and
the shifted similar expression forui j 21/2. Regarding the pressur
terms in Eq.~23!, a similar approach is used, i.e., if the value ofp
is needed in a point at which it is not defined, it is determined
interpolation from the surrounding values. This gives for line
interpolation:

pi 21/2j 11/25
1

4
~pi j 1pi 21 j1pi j 111pi 21 j 11!. (41)

In the discretization of the other equations we do not encou
any difficulties. For more details concerning the discretization
@42#. After discretization of the Stokes equations a linear syst
of equations arises.

The covariant base vectors,a(k) , can be calculated directly i
the analytic expressions forx,z as function ofj1, j2 are known.
But then the following identity will not hold in a transforme
coordinate system:

E
V

¹•udV5 R
dV

u•ds50, (42)

whereu is a constant vector field. Therefore a numerical appro
mation is used to calculate the base vectors. Becausex is only a
function ofj1 andz is scaled with the heighth(j1), there are two
types of approximations for each covariant base vector,

$a~1!
1 % i5

~xi 11/22xi 21/2!

dj1 , $a~1!
1 % i 21/25

~xi 11/22xi 23/2!

2dj1 .

(43)

For a(1)
2 the approximation is found to be:

$a~1!
2 % i , j5j j

2 ~hi 11/22hi 21/2!

dj1 , $a~1!
2 % i 21/2,j

5j j
2 ~hi 11/22hi 23/2!

2dj1 . (44)

And for a(2)
2 the expression is:

$a~2!
2 % i5

1

2
~hi 21/21hi 11/2!, $a~2!

2 % i 21/25hi 21/2. (45)

The reader can verify that the contour integral in Eq.~42! is ex-
actly zero with the above approximations for the covariant b
vectors.

Nomenclature
~If the dimension is not stated the variable or parameter is

mensionless.!

A 5 amplitude of feature@m#
as 5 amplitude of sinusoidal feature
as8 5 amplitude term surface feature

a(k)
5 contra-variant base vectora(k)5¹jk

a(k) 5 co-variant basis vectora(k)5]x/]jk

al
(k) 5 l 51,2 component of contra-variant base vector

a(k)
l

5 l 51,2 component of co-variant base vector
e 5 2.7182818

fh 5 discrete righthand side vector
Ag 5 determinant JacobianAg5det(J)5a(1)

1 a(2)
2 2a(2)

1 a(1)
2

h(x) 5 surface geometry
hloc 5 local film thickness

H 5 nominal film thickness@m#
H loc 5 local film thickness@m#
i, j 5 grid index

J 5 Jacobian of coordinate transformation
L 5 film length @m#

ns 5 film shape parameter
n 5 unit vector
Journal of Tribology
by
ar
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ee
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xi-

se

di-

N 5 number of cells on square grid in each direction
Nc 5 number of coarse grid cycles

p 5 pressure
p0 ,p1 ,p2 5 pressure terms perturbation solution

p̃1 ,p̃2 5 pressure terms perturbation solution
R8 5 surface feature function
R̄ 5 relative difference Stokes-Reynolds solution
r p 5 L2 norm of the residue of the continuity equation
u 5 velocity x-direction

uc 5 characteristic velocityx-direction @m/s#
u0 ,u1 ,u2 5 velocity terms perturbation solution

U0 5 velocity lower surface
Uh 5 velocity upper surface

x,x1 5 in film coordinate
x2 5 cross-film coordinate
w 5 velocity z-direction

w0 ,w1 ,
w2 5 velocity terms perturbation solution

x5(x,z) 5 Cartesian coordinates
z 5 cross-film coordinate
b 5 parameterx-coordinate transformation

g5e2 5 perturbation parameter
G i 5 domain boundary

Dx 5 parameterx-coordinate transformation
e 5 H/L

hc 5 characteristic viscosity@Pas#
ks 5 surface feature decay parameter
L 5 wavelength surface feature@m#

Lc 5 characteristic wavelength
ls 5 wavelength sinoidal surface feature
Ls 5 width parameter surface feature
j1 5 computational coordinates in film
j2 5 computational coordinate cross-film
r 5 density

rc 5 characteristic density@kg/m3#
C 5 stream function
V 5 flow domain

Relations

a(k)
•a( l ) 5 d l

k

a(1)
5 (1/Ag)(a(2)

2 ,2a(2)
1 )T

a(2)
5 (1/Ag)(2a(1)

2 ,a(1)
1 )T
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